
DEL

Gas bottle range
Column lift with lifting capacities upto 1500kg



Why a DEL tail lift?

From our 64,000ft factory in Witney, we have the expertise and experience to manufacture a wide range 
of tail lifts. Every tail lift we produce is tailor made to meet your exact requirements.

Made to order

Quality assured
As a ISO 9001:2008 certified organisation,  we continuously measure our performance and constantly 
work to improve upon it. We are committed to supply high quality products and services. 

Durability
With DEL products, not only will you get a great product to suit your requirements but also one that will 
last. Each lift has been thoroughly tested to ensure you have many years of trouble free operation. 

Top finish
Steel components are plated or galvanised to offer maximum protection against corrosion.  This will help 
enhance your company’s image plus increasing the vehicle residual value. 

Comprehensive warranty
Each product comes with a comprehensive 12 months parts and labour warranty package as standard. 
This provides you with 24 hours a day, 365 days a year breakdown cover to ensure that you will never be 
left stranded. Extended warranty packages are available if required. 

After care
We expect that you will have many years of trouble free use from our products. It is comforting to know 
however that in the rare event of a problem occurring during operation that our friendly, helpful and 
experienced staff are only a phone call away. 
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GB500G for dropside/flatbeds

 Tail lift installed with auto erect guards to  
 ensure maximum operator protection.

 Power pack in beam for protection against  
 the weather and for ease of service.

 Security chains supplied to ensure bottles are  
 safely strapped in position. 

 Torsion assisted platform to ensure minimal  
 effort required to open and close. 

 Fully galvanised steelwork for added   
 protection against corrsion. 

Features

Ideal for

Technical specification for standard build

This robust column tail lift has been designed to 
suit the gas bottle market. As standard, the lift is 
installed with a  pair of auto erect guards to 
ensure maximum operator protection at all 
times. We also include security chains with the 
lift which allows the operator to securely strap 
all bottle in position. 

Gas bottle distribution

Lifting capacity Platform material Platform depth Ramp size Maximum lift  Maximum Voltage of lift Installed weight
    height width

500kgs Aluminium 610mm 230mm 1060mm 2260mm 12v 205kgs
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GB1000/1500 for 12 tonne vehicles & above

 Tail lift installed with auto erect guards to  
 ensure maximum operator protection.

 Power pack in beam for protection against  
 the weather and for ease of service.

 Security chains supplied to ensure bottles are  
 safely strapped in position. 

 Torsion assisted platform to ensure minimal  
 effort required to open and close. 

 Fully galvanised steelwork for added   
 protection against corrsion. 

Features

Ideal for
Gas bottle distribution

This robust column tail lift has been designed to 
suit the gas bottle market. As standard, the lift is 
installed with a  pair of auto erect guards to 
ensure maximum operator protection at all 
times. We also include security chains with the 
lift which allows the operator to securely strap 
all bottle in position. 

Technical specification for standard build
Model Lifting  Platform Platform  Ramp size Maximum Maximum  Voltage  Weight
 capacity material depth  width Floor height 

GB1000 1000kg Aluminium 1065mm 300mm 2540mm 1450mm 24v 340kg

GB1500 1500kg Aluminium 1065mm 300mm 2540mm 1450mm 24v 435kg
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